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Naughty and Nice - 2007 ARRL 160 Meter Contest Results
Mother Nature stirs up the ionosphere and the weather!
Gary Breed, K9AY
k9ay@k9ay.com
Mother Nature was naughty and nice during the 2007 ARRL 160 Meter Contest! In the “nice”
category was very good DX propagation, which generated comments from operators like, “This
year was my personal best,” and “First night had a good European opening to the West Coast!”
In last year’s story, I noted that seventeen stations had 100 or more multipliers, but 2007
conditions enabled a whopping 70 stations to reach that mark! Better conditions usually means
more participation, which certainly was the case—1197 logs were submitted, which is nearly 14
percent more than the 2006 event.
The naughty behavior showed up after the first night’s excellent band conditions. Parts of the
U.S. and Canada experienced a fierce winter storm that brought high winds, rain, sleet ice and
snow, breaking antennas and increasing the received noise levels. But contests are all about
meeting challenges, and the Top Ten finishers include several operators who, quite literally,
“weathered the storm” to persevere in the face of adversity (See the sidebar story, “Weathering
the Storm During the 2007 ARRL 160 Meter Contest.”).

This is the U.S. national weather radar at 2100z on Dec. 1, 2007 (Saturday afternoon). Much of the Upper Midwest
had a wintry blast of wind, rain, sleet, ice and snow. Through the night, this storm moved eastward, reaching the
New England states and eastern Canadian provinces by morning. In its wake were many damaged and ice-encrusted
antennas. Other parts of North America also had precipitation of some form, with accompanying high noise levels.
(NOAA radar composite image)

Top Ten Highlights —Multioperator
The Multioperator category was highly competitive, with the team at W8JI capturing the top spot
from Georgia, making 1900 QSOs and collecting 133 multipliers. A surprising second-place
finish was achieved by the operators at WB9Z in central Illinois, who came out ahead of last
year’s multiop winners, the well-seasoned crew at W2GD in New Jersey. Following excellent
efforts at WE3C, K1LT and K3WW, another Central Time Zone station, WD5R in Arkansas,
captured the seventh spot.

The scores of the middle four finishers in this category were separated by less than 5 percent.
WE3C, K1LT, K3WW, WD5R may not have know they were so close, but that’s how it turned
out. In seventh through tenth positions, K1LZ, K8KS and W8MJ were not far behind.
Single Operator High Power
The always-exciting High Power category was topped by VY2ZM, operated by Jeff Briggs,
K1ZM. A few years ago, no one would have predicted that 2000 QSOs was possible in this
contest, but Jeff’s 1957 QSOs came mighty close! A strong second place finish was achieved by
Yuri Blanarovich, K3BU, using the callsign N2EE from W8LRL’s excellent station in West
Virginia. Coming in third was Peter Briggs, K3ZM, in Virginia. (Yes, Peter is Jeff’s brother.)
Capturing the fourth place spot was W4MYA, another perennial top competitor.
The fifth place finish by John Battin, K9DX, is noteworthy, since it was achieved in little more
than one day—John’s big 9-circle antenna array was among the casualties of Saturday’s ice
storm. The rest of the list represents a lot of experience on this band, including a tight race for
bragging rights in Ontario. Nick, VE3EY managed to top John, VE3EJ in this year’s contest —
but only by a one percent score margin, equivalent to perhaps 15 QSOs or one multiplier!
Seventh through tenth positions were filled by Jon, AA1K, Dennis, W1UE and Bryan, W5MX.
Note on the Top Ten list that the point spread from third through tenth places is less than 15
percent. This category also had some really tough competition!
Single Operator Low Power
Low Power entries totaled 44 percent of the logs submitted, making it by far the most popular
category. At the top of the list is a repeat winner, Fred Helwig, K8FH in Ohio. Second and third
place winners each moved up a notch from last year, with Julius Fazekas, N2WN from
Tennessee coming out ahead of Gene Shea, KB7Q, who operated from Montana. A DX station
made it into the Top Ten list with a fourth pace showing by Bob Patten, N4BP, who traveled to
the Bahamas and competed as C6AKQ.
In the middle of the list are Jim, W0UO in Texas, Paul K0PK up north in Minnesota and Chad,
WE9V in Wisconsin. With an eighth place finish from California, Dave Bullard, NT6K made the
Low Power category the only one with coast-to-coast (and beyond) representation in the Top Ten
listing. Dave, K0DI in Nebraska and Doug, K4LY in South Carolina finish out the list with a big
geographical spread.
Single Operator QRP
QRP is always a challenge on the 160 meter band, but the good conditions and activity helped
raise the typical scores in this category. Reaching this year’s #1 QRP position is “Mike”
Michael, W3TS, who topped his second place score of last year (a personal best at that time) by
nearly a third! From Arizona, Gary Hembree, N7IR captured second place, with a similar
increase over his fifth-place score of last year. As in the Low Power category, a DX station
cracked the QRP Top Ten, with a strong third place effort by Joaquin “Yanco” Sanchez,

CM6RCR. Back in the middle of the U.S., John Flinn, W9SE reached fourth place from his
station in Illinois. Bill, K4CIA in North Carolina captured the fifth place spot
Like the Low Power catergory, QRP was geographically diverse, with Top Ten finishers from
many different areas. Jim, N0UR captured the sixth position from northern Minnestota, while
seventh went to Jay, KT5E in Colorado. Another NC operator, Charlie, W4TMR was eighth, and
the last two on the list represented the midwestern states of Ohio (Dan, N8IE) and Michigan
(Werner, N8BB).
Although the two DX competitors who made the Top Ten were not located far from the U.S.
mainland, their achievements are still quite significant. DX stations can only work ARRL and
CRRL sections and thus have a limit of just 80 multipliers. With low power, C6AKP managed to
snag 79 of them, while at the QRP level, CM6RCR found 69 mults.
Club Competition
Local and regional contest clubs are a great source of information and support for lessexperienced contest operators. Almost all have e-mail lists that provide an ongoing discussion of
operating practices and technical information. Clubs also provide a great way to focus on a team
effort, which makes it possible for a part-time or antenna-challenged ham to really be part of the
“big game.” If you are looking for this kind of involvement to improve your contest enjoyment
and success, contact the nearest club listed in the results, or check the ARRL’s list of affiliated
clubs.
Two clubs had enough entries to reach the Unlimited club entry category, with the Society of
Midwest Contesters reaching the top spot with 61 entries and an aggregate total of nearly 5.4
million points. Not far behind with just under 5.1 million points is the Potomac Valley Radio
Club. With a reasonable guess about Multioperator team members, these two clubs had perhaps
170 operators involved in this contest.
In the Medium category, the Frankford Radio Club’s 3.9 million points topped a long list of topnotch clubs. They were followed closely by the Yankee Clipper Contest Club, then the
Tennessee Contest Group. This category’s highest participation came from the fourth-place
Minnesota Wireless Association, which had 48 entries and 2.5 million points.
The Local category found the Central Virginia Contest Club at the top of the list with its nine
entries and 694k points.
Regional Success Stories
The Central, Midwest and West Coast regions had much better propagation than is usually
experienced during a 160 meter contest weekend. The presence of Hawaiian stations KH6LC and
KH6ZM among the top “West Coast” stations in their respective categories is sufficient evidence
for that claim.

A look at the Regional Leaders list includes other notable multiplier and QSO totals. Although
no Low Power op managed to get 100 multipliers (K8FH had 99), the only region that did not
have someone with at least 90 multipliers was the normally dominant Northeast region! QSO
numbers above 900 were also distributed widely across the continent. Some operators’ reports
suggest that the excellent propagation to Europe on the first night may have been best to
locations beyond the northeast U.S. Although openings to Europe (and its many multipliers)
were sometimes short, they gave high power and many low power operators in the western half
of the continent an opportunity to boost their scores.
In the multiop category, N7DD’s multiplier total of 114 from Arizona deserves a special note, as
does the 104 multipliers collected at W0AIH, whose northwest Wisconsin QTH often
experiences much worse propagation than his 9-land colleagues just a couple hundred miles
further south.
The High Power performances in the Midwest region were quite strong, even if not in the overall
Top Ten. Among them was W0SD (W0DB, op) in South Dakota, whose 1612 QSOs and 104
multipliers would be welcome in any contester’s log, wherever they are located. K5RX in Texas,
N0TT in Missouri and well to the north, VE5RAA in Saskachewan, all had strong performances
from the center of North America.
160 Meter Contest Records
Your author was surprised to find that there is no comprehensive listing of records for this
contest. There are numerous partial listings, but a single “master list” of results does not yet
exist. However, a group of active contesters led by George, K5TR is assembling a database of
past contest results, transcribing and compiling the printed results from the years before
computer databases were used. I have volunteered to fill in the remaining gaps in data for the
ARRL 160 Meter contest. Then you will not only be able to see the records, but review your own
past performances.
Although the records are not complete, it is clear that the 2007 contest will have many new
records — from all-time best down to the Section level. The combination of growing activity and
good conditions always results in a burst of new records. Even with the incomplete score records
that are now available, it is clear that several past contests also had the kind of band conditions
that result in many all-time best performances.
Finally…
Overall, the 2007 ARRL 160 Meter Contest was a great antidote to the “no sunspots” disease
that has nearly shut down the higher HF bands. On the the “3830” scores reflector and among the
Soapbox comments, many participants noted especially good conditions at one time or another
during the contest. As is typical on the 160 meter band, some saw good early evening
propagation, while others saw the classic enhancement near sunrise on the eastern end of the
path, e.g., European sunrise or to Japan at North American sunrise.

With the uncertainty about the behavior of upcoming Cycle 24, 160 meters should be a great
place to operate for a couple more years. But, newcomers to Top Band should note that high
worldwide activity levels and fascinating, unpredictable propagation makes 160 meters a great
place to operate anytime in the sunspot cycle!
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Weathering the Storm During the 2007 ARRL 160 Meter
Contest
Gary Breed, K9AY
k9ay@k9ay.com
The weather has a big effect on operating success on 160 meters. Raindrops and snow flakes
have a small electric charge than can cause intense “precipitation static” as they hit antenna wires
and discharge. Even if the ham has used insulated wire for antennas, the noise level increases
since some precipitation will contact nearby metal objects that “transmit” the noise just like
electrical appliances and other noise sources. And the increase atmospheric turbulence creates
lightning and its long-range noise, even in some winter snow storms.
Of course, weather can be damaging due to wind, lightning, ice or heavy snow. This is what
happened to part of North America during the 2007 ARRL 160 Meter Contest. In the upper
Midwest, wind and ice combined to cause extensive damage at a few stations, while those that
survived often had impairments like detuning or sagging wires. A few trips outside during the
night to remove ice and snow can slow down any operation!
Although the entire continent was not affected, it is interesting to see how weather events
progressed during the course of the contest. Let’s start with the early hours of the contest.

This is the nationwide NOAA radar composite image at 0000z, two hours after the start of the
contest on Friday evening local time. There are some significant showers and minor
thunderstorms along the border with Mexico, plus a few showers elsewhere in the country.

Later on, rainy weather has spread across all the southwestern states, as this 0700z image shows.
This weather is fairly benign, and although there may have been some minor inconveniences to
operators in these states, the first night of the contest was highly productive for almost all North
American participants.

Just six hours later, at 1300z (7 a.m. CST Saturday), things were quite different! A winter storm
is building rapidly, centered on the Iowa/Nebraska border. This storm crosses areas with
temperatures on both sides of the freezing mark (32ºF or 0ºC), and includes areas of rain, sleet,
ice and snow. The rapid storm development is accompanied by sustained winds of 20 to 40 miles
per hour (32 to 64 km/h).

By 1800z (noon CST Saturday), the storm has grown and is affecting most of the 9th and 10th
call districts.

The storm is at its peak at 2100z, just when activity is ramping up for the second night of the
contest. The center is over northeast Iowa, southern Wisconsin and northern Illinois, all of which
have experienced constant winds, with precipitation starting as rain, becoming sleet, then ice,
and finally snow. The K9AY QTH is under the yellow area in south central Wisconsin. K9DX is
located close to the Illinois/Wisconsin border at the right edge of the yellow area. Both locations
saw 3/8 to 1/2 inch of ice, with winds still blowing as they had all day long. All elements of the
famous K9DX 9-circle antenna array came down. Since John operated remotely, the system just
quit working and he did not know the full extent of the damage until the morning.

A Monday morning photo shows the damaged northeast Beverage antenna at K9AY. What is not
shown in the photo is that the slack portions between the supports are “hermetically sealed” in
six inches of snow and ice! Remarkably, this was still the best receiving antenna for European
DX after it was broken. Unfortunately, the transmit antenna was also damaged. What had been
an inverted-L with a 55-foot high vertical section became a quarter-wave random wire draped
through the trees at about 30 to 35 feet high.

At 0000z on December 2 (6 p.m. CST Saturday), the storm is still active, and has moved
eastward. Michigan, Ohio and parts of Ontario are getting snow and a little sleet or ice. The

winds have lessened since the storm has passed its peak, but are still is having an effect on some
stations as it passes through.

By 1200z Sunday, nearing the end of the most intense contest activity, the storm covers an area
from Ohio to the New England states. The radar image also shows lingering precipitation in most
of eastern half of the U.S., and an area of rain and thunderstorms moving into the northwest.
Reports indicate that noise levels were higher the secnod night, but not extreme. Most areas
outside the direct physical effects of the weather continued to have successful contest operations.
Thankfully, the weather had a limited area where its effects were severe, and did not keep the
majority of participants from enjoying the excellent propagation during the 2007 ARRL 160
Meter Contest.
My personal lesson learned from this experience is that an antenns system needs to withstand the
weather! Although the weather damage affected my operation in this contest, most of the
problem was that my antennas are wires, supported by trees, temporary posts and masts. In a
sense, the timing was perfect — I did not get a planned tower project finished in 2007, and now
have a chance to make a few changes that will help it survive in the future.
Credits
The radar images used to illustrate the progress of the weather are from the archives of the
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). The ready availability of
data such as these is a truly valuable resource.

